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British Model College (BMC) is a sister 
organisation of the British College (tBC). 
BMC, offering the prestigious Cambridge 
international gCe a level courses, was 
established in 2013. the a level is a two-year 
programme. the College is registered with 
Cambridge international examinations as 
Centre Number NP 744 and has received 
approval from the Ministry of education, 
government of Nepal.
 
subject choices offered at this College 
prepare students to enter engineering 
and medical colleges or for pursuing 
higher education in the liberal arts or pure 
science, as well as computer studies, 
accountancy and management faculties. 
advanced subsidiary level general 
Paper remains a compulsory subject 
irrespective of the group of three 
principle subjects students may have 
elected to study plus Nepal studies 
which is compulsory.  

located at the heart of the nation’s 
capital, we are fully dedicated to 
education and highlight this by 
providing seasoned faculty members, 
world class infrastructure and a 
friendly and nurturing educational 
environment for our students, whilst 
still ensuring an independent learning 
environment.

We adopt an adult approach to 
education where each student’s 
work is carefully monitored and 
evaluated to help ensure their 
success. BMC is arguably the 
best, most well-equipped and 
cutting edge a-level college in the 
country.

gCe a level sPeCialities oF the PrograMMe

Cambridge international as and a levels are 
internationally benchmarked qualifications 
providing exceptional preparation for 
commencement of university education. 
the advanced level is the ‘gold standard’ 
of Cambridge international examination 
qualifications. it has exactly the same value in 
admitting students to all universities as its uK 
equivalent. it is also accepted universally as 
an entry qualification by universities including 
Nepal.

studying for a level qualifications is rigorous 
and demands a high academic standard of 
achievement. BMC’s programmes offer highly 
flexible subject combinations. students may 
choose any combination from the wide choice 
of subjects that suit their interest and aptitude. 
an a level course requires students to be 
creative and analytical.

the a-level programme demands a multi-dimensional approach, including:
 Providing evidence of in-depth subject knowledge and understanding;
 developing an ability to think logically;
 Presenting reasoned explanations
 applying theoretical knowledge; and
 Communicating  ideas and feelings in a clear and logical manner.

exaMiNatioN systeM
the a and as level final examinations are held twice a year in May/June and october/ November, 
the results of which are published in august and January respectively.

grading system
students are expected to take at least four subjects including the general Paper and they may 
take more than the required credits depending upon their interests and capabilities. students 
are assessed on a grade scale from a* awarded for the highest level of achievement, to e 
indicating the minimum required performance to constitute a pass, and u stands for ungraded 
which means fail.

eligibility for the a-level
students who have taken the slC/gCse/CBse or equivalent exams at the time of admission 
can apply. the main requirement is a sound academic ability to fulfill the rigours of this 
challenging programme. British Model College uses a comprehensive evaluation system to 
select a highly motivated group of students to join the programme.

BMC scholarships
the College offers scholarships to highly meritorious but financially weak students. there are a 
limited number of scholarships for deserving candidates

Course Combination
the College offers various subject combinations to fulfill any academic requirements and to 
prepare student for university studies, whether it ‘s science, medical, or business based degree.

sCieNCe
NoN sCieNCe

(MaNageMeNt/huMaNities)

grouP s2

general Paper
Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics
 
additional
economics
Computing

group Ns1

general Paper
Business studies
accounting
Mathematics

 additional
economics
Computing

group Ns2

general Paper
economics
sociology
Psychology
 
additional
art and design
Business studies

grouP s1

general Paper
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
 
additional
Computing
Mathematics

Nepal studies is Compulsory.
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